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FROM the editor

Spitfires Chose Me
car and made arrangements to come and get
it a week before Christmas.

When someone told me that owning a Spitfire becomes a lifestyle, I smiled and agreed.
Not knowing how true that was, I started
looking for one for myself. I had more time
than money, so I wanted to find a project. I
didn’t care what year as long as it was a Triumph Spitfire.
The lines and shapes appealed to me. The
mechanical simplicity was a definite selling
point as well. They are somewhat rare in the
US, meaning you don’t see one every day on
the daily commute to work or play. For those
reasons and a few others, I started to search
out the Little British Car. It didn’t take long
to find one in project condition.
Found at British Motors, Inc in Des Moines,
IA under a weeping willow tree with no protection from the elements, a rusty ‘71 Spitfire
MKIV with a small tree growing through the
transmission tunnel seemed to be the perfect
candidate and the price was right. The only
thing left to do was come up with the money
to buy it and some parts to get started.

I thought about a few options and ways to
raise the money, but winter came up quick.
Looking like I would have to wait for spring
at least, I wasn’t too worried about it being
gone by then. After all, it had sat in the same
place for at least seven years. Content with
the wait, I saved as much money as I could
without taking from funds for the upcoming
Christmas.
Little did I know, my wife saw how much I
wanted this car and derived a plan. With my
family on board, she wanted to get it for me
without my knowledge. The whole time that
I was trying to save money, she had already
had it figured out. She had already talked
with Dave Walker, the owner of British Motors. She had given him the money for the
4

Christmas morning came along and almost
all the presents were opened but one. You
guessed it. That present contained 50 individually wrapped Hershey’s Kisses and
a Spitfire key at the bottom. Opening it, I
thought it was a house key or something. I
asked her, “What is this for?” Her reply with
a smile on her face was, “For the car outside.”
There it was on a flatbed trailer under a cover
with a big bow attached. The same ‘71 Spitfire MKIV I had my eye on. That was when
life changed...
After a full floor replacement and a few years
of rebuilding and replacing parts, I finally
got her back on the road. At that time, I felt I
could name her. Gertrude seemed to pop out
at me since my Great Grandma Gertrude was
called a little Spitfire by a few people who really knew her. It seemed to fit.
Since then, I have found that I like to write
about these Spitfire adventures. I have gone
many places and done many things with this
little car named Gertrude. Car shows, solo
auto crosses, car club drives, even a 600 mile
trip to Road America with three Triumphs
from the Iowa British Car Club to attend
an all Triumph competition (as spectators)
called the Kastner Cup (2013). I have written
about my adventures, taken a few thousand
pics along the way, and submitted articles to
a few magazines.
I had sent most of my articles to Spitfire
& GT6, so Howard and I had talked a few
times. I had received a call from him and
this time was a little different. He wanted
to know if I would be willing to take over
as Editor of my favorite magazine. He said
he was wanting a “changing of the guard”
if I was willing. What an opportunity. I, of
course, accepted.
That is where we are now. Howard is still
with the magazine, and has been a huge help
in the transition. He has offered advice based
on his experience over the years. I can’t help
but be nervous. Will the subscribers and
readers like what I have to bring to the table?
I think this is a great little magazine. It is

a must read every time I get it in the mail,
most of the time two or three times. I hope
to keep that feel.
This is a magazine by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts. It is now my job to collect all that
info, all the pictures, etc. I then proofread
it all, convert the images to the print shop
specifications, and piece it all together. This
is my first full issue as the Editor, and I hope
to follow in Howard’s footsteps. After all, he
made this magazine what it is.
Throughout the years of learning how to rebuild this little car, one thing has remained
constant. It has changed my life. Every time
I drive it, I smile. I get people driving beside me and giving me a thumbs up with a
smile on their face. I have made friends, had
opportunities presented to me, found that I
like to write, met celebrities, been invited to
events, all because of this little British roadster.
So now when someone tells me that owning
a Spitfire becomes a lifestyle, I can smile and
agree with a new perspective. I know for a
fact that what they say is true...
The whole while; Spitfires chose me.
Please let me know how I’m doing. This is
your magazine, not mine. If you want to see
more of the tech articles, grab the camera,
some paper, and document how you did it
and send it to me. If you want to see your car
in an issue, take some good resolution pics,
preferably with a “real camera” (although
smart phones are getting better cameras on
them) and I will add it to the pages. If you
are going to an event and you think someone
may be interested in seeing, cover it and send
it to me.
I really look forward to what the future
brings for this magazine and I will do my
best to make it one that you like to see in
the mail box.

Thanks to everyone for your photos &
stories. Please keep them coming!
They will be used in a future issue.

Shawn

shawn@triumphspitfire.com
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Marty Sukey ready to hit the track
in his 1964 Spitfire
at Road America's Kastner Cup 2013
The staff of Spitfire & GT6 Magazine expresses
its sincere gratitude to the many supporters
and suppliers of stories, photos and
technical information.

Send us anything Spitfire or GT6 related!
info@triumphspitfire.com or
p.o. box 30806,
Knoxville, TN USA 37930-0806

Letters to the editor

Dear Spitfire & GT6 Magazine...
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Alright guys! Got my new
magazine today. Great articles
as usual. Thanks Howard for
the long run at the helm and
welcome to Shawn as the new
editor.
Dan Aycock
Walla Walla, Washington

Just downloaded Issue 45. Thank
you. Question: why is the photo
resolution so low? The way you are
saving in Acrobat? Would be nice
to have clearer photos. The text is
sharp and easy to read, but hurts my
eyes to look at photos.
Stephen Oertwig
Falmouth, Virginia

British Car & dog lovers, we
need your help. Please follow
the link and read the story.
This is the location of the British Car Week National Meet
in Arkansas. It is the largest
gated community in the US.
They had a fatality from a dog
attack last fall and are wanting to enact a Breed Specific
Ban. The problem, the attack
was from a Bull Mastiff, but
the ban is for Gripper Breeds,
specifically Pit Bulls “and any
dog of mixed breeding that has
the primary characteristics of
the American Pit Bull Terrier.”
The ban does not include Bull
Mastiffs! Let the board know
your feelings.

The PDF file is optimized to reduce
file size. This lowers the resolution
of the photos so that the end file is
Thanks for the kind welcome manageable. Even optimized the file
size was 12.4Mb. The high resoluDan! Shawn
tion version would be more like 50- Hot Springs Village, AR
75Mb, which is larger than most
people want to put on their devices. blessthebullys.wordpress.com
Now that I have a Spitfire
again, I thought its about time
The Hot Springs Village PropI subscribe to the best Spitfire ~Howard
erty
& GT6 magazine. Looking
forward to getting this next issue.
Howard Baugues
Ralph Jannelli
West Terre Haute, Indiana
Charlotte, North Carolina
Thanks Dan! Howard

Thanks Ralph! I hope I can
fill the shoes that Howard has
worn for years. It's a big job...
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Thanks for sharing this Howard. I hope it gets resolved to
where all parties are happy
with the decision...
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little BITS OF SPITS

Adult Beverages

Above: Spitfire Beer. Keep calm and celebrate
Left: This wine looks tasty. Photo sent to us by Michael Bristow via Facebook

Spotted

No garage door?

Five speed fun

Found on the rack
Got something Weird, Wacky or Wonderful?
Send it to info@triumphspitfire.com or P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930

Mom, you didn't see a little boy
and a stuffed tiger out here
earlier, did you?
Pop the clutch already, would ya?!

he
captiotn
s

Pushh! We're practicing for the bobsled team!
Sno joke, push this.
Hey, would you get your foot off the brake?!
They won't let me and I wanna steer!!!

little BITS OF SPITS
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Last issue and on TriumphSpitfire.com, we asked readers to send us suggestions
for a caption for the photo to the left. Listed below are some of the responses.

Polar vortex? What's a polar vor...
I'd rather push a TR made of snow than drive an MG
The all new Lada. Still without a working heated rear window
Next time I get one with 4Matic
Runs on cold water!

...
e
u
s
s
i
Next

...just a little bit further...

And FINALLY...

That's one TR7 that didn't overheat!
sent in by John Clancey

Send your caption suggestions
to info@triumphspitfire.com
or p.o. Box 30806,
Knoxville, TN 37930-0806

back issues
are available

only
$495

#13

each

All Issues Available on CD or as downloads online.
Find details on our website or call 800-487-3333
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LITTLE BITS OF SPITS

Proper Roads

A Long and Winding Road

A Country Drive in the Woods

The Stelvio Pass in the Swiss Alps

Midnight Drive to the Sea

Tiananmen Mountain Road
10

Porto Moniz, Madeira

Off into the sunset
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READERS RIDES

GT6 Owned by Greg Ostrowski
Lining up for the Road America Old Course (1951) Re-enactment Tour
through the streets and country roads of Elkhart Lake, WI
1967 GT6 MK1
Owned by Jean-Christophe Hanche
Fully Restored

To have your car featured in the next issue and on
the TriumphSpitfire.com website, e-mail us at
info@triumphspitfire.com
or mail to:
P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930 USA
12
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1969 GT6
Owned by Jon Cook
with an LS1 Chevy V8

Geof Bush's Canadian issued 1981 Spitfire
1500 (built in late 1980) tucked away for the
Belleville, Michigan winter

Geof Bush and Lori Day enjoying
their Spitfire in Champaign, Illinois

1963 Spitfire 4 (MK1)
Owned by
Dennis Allen
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Projects

Photo courtesy Canley Classics

Russ Pierce and his son Jordan have taken
on this project, starting with a rusty
Spitfire and will build a Macau/Kastner
Tribute car.

This project Spitfire is owned by Russ
Pierce. As you can see, this car was rescued from a rusty demise. It was literally
unearthed. The direction of the project,
set forth by Russ's 15 yr old son Jordan
(future auto design student) is to make
a replica Macau Spitfire that will pay
tribute to the famous car and also to Kas
Kastner.
The Macau Spitfire is one of the most
famous Triumphs in history. It was originally built for the 1965 Macau Grand
Prix in China where it placed third. It
had many more successes in the Far East
before being shipped to Triumph Competition Dept USA where it was modified by Kas Kastner including an engine
swap and a hood scoop so the new engine
would clear.
Russ has been in contact with Kas Kastner, explaining that
this will be a father/son project. He has also been in contact
with Canley Classics who had restored the original Macau
Spitfire. We will be watching and bringing you progress on
the build. Maybe even a word from Kas Kastner.
Look for it in future issues.
Pretty cool project. Let us know if we can help! 
To have your car featured in the next issue and on
the TriumphSpitfire.com website, e-mail us at
info@triumphspitfire.com
or mail to:
P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930 USA
14
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Send in your pictures of cars spotted in real life. If you spot a
car in a parking lot or on the road, snap a pic and email them
to us.

Keep em on the road!
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READERS STORY

Joey

Story and Photos by Chris Cook
I just finished a complete restoration of my
MK1 GT6. I bought the vehicle back in 1986
in a small town near Cambridge England. I
spent the four years I lived there finding body
panels to rid the poor state of rust. Although
it was a complete body off restoration then, I
was just a lonely Sgt in the Air Force and did
not have the funds to replace/rebuild all systems. So just the rust was addressed. I shipped
him to American when I left and stored him in
Grandma’s garage in Michigan until I finished
my career in the Air Force. I brought him to
Colorado when I retired (2004) and started a
complete restoration. Every system has been
replaced or rebuilt. Although I’m not a professional, I think he turned out nice. My goal,
which I think I achieved, was a beautiful, rare,
GT6 I’m not afraid to drive. Thank you for
your time and hope you enjoy the photos. Oh
yeah the one photo has my other toy.
V/r
Chris
Christopher W. Cook
Peyton, CO 

16
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The Rescue Effort
Story and photos by Bo Shaw

I am a recent subscriber to your excellent magazine and
thought I would send you pictures of my two Spitfires.
The Delft blue car is a 1976 Spitfire 1500 (FM41860
UC), originally a California model. I bought it a few years
ago from an individual who had rescued it from 20+ years
of storage. Fortunately, it spent its entire career in southern California and was stored in a covered garage and so
suffers from no rust damage. I bought it with the intention of bringing it back to driving condition and am in
the process of doing so as can be seen from the second
picture. There have been surprises, mostly unpleasant, in
working on it, but I hope to have it back on the road in a
year or so.

The second car is a Spitfire 4 (aka Mk1, FC28788 LO)
that spent a couple of decades also sitting in the southern
California desert, but it was not so lucky in its treatment
as the ‘76. I was initially interested in it because it had
been fitted with a Triumph 6-cylinder engine that I originally assumed to be from a GT6, but that subsequently
coded out (MB470191HE) to be from an early Triumph
2000 saloon! In any case, I could not bear the thought of
the Spit returning to the desert elements and so bought
the whole car. I do intend to remove the engine/transmission and then part out or sell the whole car. I would prefer
to do the later. It does have body rust, but, on inspection,
it is not as bad as I thought that it would be.
Thank you for a great magazine! Bo Shaw, Mesa, AZ 
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The Other Side of the Pond
Story and photos by Julian Turner
Colchester, Essex, UK

1974 Triumph Spitfire MKIV, 1300cc, 65bhp.
Colour maroon. Triumph colour code 41.

Didn’t care, as long as the body work was all good, paid £1700
for it. Drove it home and it boiled over four times. Trip should’ve
I bought this car from a guy who has retired. He been an hour and a half drive but it took me six hours. End up
stripped it, got it sprayed, rebuilt it, but put most towing it back. Got home, oil and water everywhere.
old bits back. He said only selling because of health
problems. The interior was rubbish. The driver’s seat My mate had a ‘72 Spitfire stripped down to restore, he gave up
was falling apart with more foam on the floor than with it. Bought the whole car for £400. Put the engine in mine
in the seat.
and sold the rest in bits on eBay. Had a free engine and made a bit
of money. I found my seats on eBay and cost me £300. Interior is
brand new from eBay. I fitted new interior and sold the old knackered blue interior. It was rubbish but someone still had it. Next
thing to get was the wheels. Always wanted Minilites so I found
them on eBay, which were brand new for £219 for a set. Good
old eBay. Changed the exhaust for twin piped straight through
to a four branch manifold. Got good sound now. The one before
sounded like a mouse coming down the road.
Now summer 2013 is here, start enjoying my car. Use on weekends mainly. Take to classic car shows. Mostly the one at Clactonon-Sea, Essex, UK. It’s nice to see the public enjoy what you got.
We just sit in a deck chair and watch people look around my car.
Brilliant.
Cut the story short. Getting near end of summer my car started
playing up, kept missing, not running right, only when it got hot.
Asked around for any ideas. They said I may need heat shields for
the carbs, petrol was getting too hot. Put one of them on and still
18
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no joy. Friend of mine said get electronic ignition and distributor should be okay. So that’s what I did (eBay again)
ordered one from H&H Ignition Solutions in Midlands
in UK. Delivered to me and took it to tuning and rolling
road garage. Garage told me it’s wrong one and the rev
counter won’t work, nowhere to fit it. Getting no luck
here, so back to the phone. I rang H&H up Told them and
they said, “Oh, we don’t do that type then, but if you can
find an old distributor, we can strip it down and change to
electronic." So found one, a rusty knackered one and sent
it to them. Wow, when it come back it looked brand new.
Now it’s fitted, tuned up on the rolling road. Before this
was all done drove a bag of crap and only getting 54 bhp.
Now, all tuned up, it’s pushing out 65 bhp and drives really well. So smooth. I really recommend electronic igni-

tion. Flies uphill now, all good, well happy. Getting near
the time to take it off the road. Rubbish weather on its way.
What I do is have it on the road for six months from April
to September, so if you’re out there looking for a Spitfire,
the right one will come along. If not, well you can make it
your right one. That’s what I did. Thanks for looking at my
car and reading about my story I have had so far. At the end
of the day, it’s a cheap way having a convertible, if you find
the one you love.
To Shawn, all I can think of, do whatever you want with
this, you’re probably better with words than me. Good luck
sorting this lot out and thanks for everything. Julian Turner,
Colchester in Essex, UK. #
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Ginger Snaps
Cars Have Souls
Story and Photos by Synnova Henthorne

If you’ve owned a Spitfire for any length of time you know they are like the bagpipes. Either you love to hate them or
you hate to love them. The majority of us are afflicted with Little British Car Fever and there is no cure. They are fickle
objects. However, perhaps thinking of them as an “object” is the problem. Every British car I have owned has taken on
a personality of its own. Perhaps ownership in itself is a mistake as well. Do we choose them or do they really choose us?
When it comes to personality, Ginger certainly chose
me and for good reason, I’m sure. Within hours of taking her home I realized that not only was she orange
in color, but if she were a person she would most certainly be a red-head—thus the name “Ginger”. She
can be moody as discussed in previous issues and even
went so far as to blow her head gasket when she did
not want to go to a car show. As moody as she can be,
though, she has a huge heart and loves the wee wans.
There are certain places around the United States that we
at Drive Away Cancer consider to have vortexes. Places
that we always seem to break down. Places that suck
us in and do not want to let us leave. One such place
for Ginger is between Alma and Fort Smith, Arkansas.
If you’ve followed Ginger Snaps for a while you know that
our very first break down was a catastrophic engine failure on Interstate 40 just past Alma. The sky was pouring rain and we lost the oil-sending unit causing all of
the oil to spew like blood from an artery. For safety I
had to push Ginger a mile to get her off the side of the
interstate and into a somewhat safe location. After a
couple of hours we were able to get some help from a
kind Arkansas State Trooper and were on our merry way.
Several months later we were en route to Shamrock, Texas and passed through what Ginger and her pit crew have
dubbed the Alma Vortex when Ginger began to have electrical problems. We made it into Oklahoma and intended to
come home via Jim and Judy Wheeler but they insisted on taking us on to Shamrock via a trailer. We stopped off in
Edmond, Oklahoma at Triumph World Services so John could possibly figure out what was happening and we discovered Ginger’s ignition had failed. John did not have the correct ignition in stock so we created a “hot wire” that would
need to be connected to keep her running and disconnected to shut her off. The only frustration with this setup is the
trouble it takes to open and close the bonnet. We loaded Ginger back on the trailer and continued on to Shamrock.

Triumph World Services Edmond, Oklahoma
20
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Ginger stuck in the Alma, Arkansas Vortex (AV#2)
Once in Shamrock, Ginger participated in her first and only car show only because they had a “special interest” category. Ginger was thrilled (but not as much as Candy Ferris) when she won first place and received a very nice trophy. Winning a trophy was nice, but not nearly as nice as the tears shed by a father signing a message to his daughter or the group of burly bikers huddled around each other, with their hands laid
on the tiny hand prints on Ginger’s bonnet, weeping and praying for the little ones fighting for their lives.

Above: Candy Ferris and Ginger
Left: John Gauldin at TWS tinkering with Ginger
Spitfire & G T 6 M a g a z i n e • w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m
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On our way back home, Ginger still on the trailer, we reached Alma late on a Sunday night. I pointed out to Jim
where the weigh station was where we stopped and then a mile later I pointed to the sign where we initially broke
down. As soon as I said, “that’s the sign”, we blew a tire on the trailer. With no spare, we finally made our way to an
all night service station in Van Buren where Trooper Howard had initially taken us after the first break down. The
tire was beyond repair and the station did not have one so the attendant sent us to Wal-Mart. Of course, the tire
shop was closed but after some begging and pleading a wonderful woman named Pat rummaged through the shop
and found a tire that would fit. When I mentioned Ginger, Pat’s eyes filled with tears and she said she has been fighting ITP for several years. She thanked us for letting her share her story and we gave her a big Ginger hug for the tire.
We made it back to North Little Rock late that night and a month later we gathered a caravan of Miata and LBC enthusiasts and set out to meet John Nikas and David Stuursma in –wait for it—Alma of all places. John and David were on
a seven day trip with a goal of reaching the 48 CONUS states in Hope, the MOSS/DAC Miata.
While we were broken down in Iowa months before, Grace donated her distributor because Ginger’s was shot. Between
the Shamrock trip and setting out for Alma again, we had replaced Grace’s distributor with a 45DE4 like the one Ginger
had when she was born.
Ginger really did not want to go through Alma again but we
had a special surprise waiting in Alma for John. Unknown to
him, Emma Routh and her family were waiting at the Cracker
Barrel for us to arrive. John was already there but luckily he
had not gone inside while he waited for our arrival. When we
were five miles from the Alma exit, Ginger suddenly stopped
running and we coasted to the side of the interstate again.
This time, before I could get out and open the bonnet, Jim
Wheeler, Bob Ross and Steve Jones had already sprung into
action. A quick check and we discovered Ginger had spit
out her new distributor. Evidently she did not like the taste
of it very much. Jim, with timing light in hand, Bob with
wrenches and Steve supervising, re-seated the distributor and
we were back on our way in a matter of about two minutes.

Jim Wheeler with Pat in Van Buren, Arkansas

Even though John was growing a little impatient, he finally realized the wait was worth every minute when
he saw Emma running across the parking lot to greet
him. I don’t need to tell you what an emotional moment this was for all of us but especially those two.
Ginger and her pit crew escorted Hope to McLeod’s
British Cars where food, friends and fun were anxious-

ly waiting. We had an amazing race and after a few hours, were sad to say goodbye once again to the Routh
family and John and David as they continued on their journey throughout the rest of the United States.
Ginger has a way of finding the people who need to see her as we’ve discovered time and time again. Every break
down, every frustration, every drop of rain, every mile has been well worth the emotional roller coaster because we
have met so many incredible people along the way. Every single time we’ve broken down we have encountered someone who has changed our lives, enriched our souls and answered the nagging question, “Why do we keep doing this?”
We keep doing this for the Amies, the Carters, the Coltons and Daultons. We keep going for Emma, Keegan, Grey, Easton,
Emalee, JW and Bit. We keep going for the families that rely on us to carry their loved ones to places they never got to see.
We keep going for the smiles in hopes that maybe, if for only the little while they are with us, these kids can forget that they
are sick and have a chance to laugh, smile and just be kids. We keep going because our hearts won’t let us stop. We keep going
because ordinary is a state of mind, a mold, that we have chosen to break. We keep going because as long as we are moving,
these vehicles of hope spread peace, love and encouragement to the world with desire that no one will ever have to fight alone.
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Ginger's pit crew in Alma, AR (AV#4)

Emma signing Hope, the
Moss Motors Miata

“Spread
MO Love”
Follow us on Facebook at:
Drive Away Cancer
Drive Away Cancer-Arkansas
Drive Away Cancer Iowa
Ride Away Cancer
And Murph’s blog:
www.wherethehellismurph.com
Emma Routh giving a
MaxLove Project turtle to
Carter Nuckols

Michael and Carter Nuckols signing Ginger
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Track Transports (Then and Now) Part 1
Photos by Chuck McGuire

I am new to this Editor thing. I don’t have any experience at this, but
have some great backing to get me accustomed to the job. The Publishers offer any help I need and Howard, the (former) Editor of this
magazine for ten years whom I am not replacing, but am striving to
be like has told me tons of times that if I have any questions or need
help, he’d be happy to offer any advice that he can. So since I have
minimal experience at this gig, I will write as a magazine reader. I feel
I can relate to that, and to you as fellow readers, in the best way I possibly can. Really, it’s all I know.
I have read many car magazines. My stack is tall and my shelves are
full of previous issues of various car magazines over the years. Reading
through these magazines during my car’s build process allowed me
to be a part of the car community. I got ideas, hints, and tricks from
these issues and editions that would inspire me to grab a wrench or
screwdriver and tool on the little Spitfire for a bit. The things I always
enjoyed most were the continuing series. The stories that gave a little
insight in one issue, but spread the story into two, three, even four
issues and parts. It was like a continued movie, a weekly TV show, or
another chapter in a book. I couldn’t wait to see what came next.
I don’t think I’m alone on this. For that reason, I want to make the
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first feature in the magazine the beginning edition in a four part series.
Since this is a quarterly magazine, it will take all year to tell the story.
My first year as Editor. Maybe at the end you will feel like you must
see what will happen next, and trust me, I have many ideas. Maybe I
will captivate you enough to subscribe for another year. Ultimately,
that is the job at hand. This is something that has always intrigued
me. So here we go…
Part 1
The Family Man Racer
I got to sit down with a gentleman named Chuck McGuire. I have
known Chuck for a few years now. He is a fellow member of the Iowa
British Car Club and a fantastic builder of TR3s. He has done six
award winning TR3s now, and they are all driven by his children and
of course himself. He has helped me many times with my Spitfires,
helping me rebuild carbs, transmissions, engines, etc. I have been able
to spend some time with him and the more that I do, the more I find
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out about him and see that he is so much more than just a TR3 guy or
an experienced mechanic. He is a Friend of Triumph, an expert in the
ways of British engineering, and (pertaining to this subject) a vintage
racer before there was such a thing as vintage racing.
Chuck is a retired Des Moines Fire Department Fire Fighter and mechanic. He was the guy that made sure the fire truck would make it to
your house and perform if needed. He loves to tinker with just about
anything and being around him for five minutes will tell that. It only
seems right that he would love cars that need tinkering. His story with
Triumphs started in the late ‘50s when he bought a ’57 TR3 to drive
as a daily driver for him and his wife Charlotte. He always had an
urge to race, but starting a family was the direction things were going.
A couple in a TR3 seemed OK until children were introduced into
their lives. Suddenly, the TR3 was not big enough for two adults, two
children, another on the way, and the various items that came with
that. They decided to buy a station wagon to hold the growing family
and their groceries.
We sat down to talk and with a wave of the hands and a smile on
his face, he said, “Well, that’s where it started (the racing thing) after
Charlotte and I talked. We got the station wagon and then she gave
me the “go ahead” to make the TR3 a race car.”
He told me about how it wasn’t much different in those days between
a road car and a race car. A lot of guys would take off mufflers and
put on sticky tires, but for the most part they were stock. He told me
of his first race. It was at driver’s school just outside of Bloomington,
MN and he had to figure out how to get the car there. He didn’t have

a trailer, but one of his buddies and a fellow fireman, had a boat trailer
that he offered to loan Chuck. Chuck then bolted car ramps to the
boat carriage and used 2”x8” wood planks to drive the car onto the
inevitably high trailer.
“We strapped it to the boat trailer, attached it to the station wagon,
and away we went, off to SCCA driver’s school, me and a buddy.
Well, we had to learn the flags, what they meant. Learned that you
didn’t run into anybody, because it wasn’t a crash and burn thing.
The main goal was to show you how to turn the curves into straights.
To apex the corners. Well, then you’d practice without a co-pilot. Of
course you had to have a fire proof suit. We were just getting started
and didn’t have fire proof suits. Well, we got a pair of cover-alls and
soaked ‘em in Borax because the SCCA would consider that fire retardant.”
I had to add in a giggle and a comment. “At the expense of your
interior?!”
“Yes, it smelled “not too good.” A grin came across his face. “Well,
you had to have a helmet and roll bar. Otherwise your car could be
completely stock. I had stock street tires, muffler was on, I took the
windshield off and made a little plastic piece with two brackets and
mounted it on the dash in front of the steering wheel. That was about
it. Away we went. Got through driver’s school, got in the race. The car
quit in the middle of the race.”
“It just died. I said OK… Spun it and no spark. I took the distributor
cap off and the wire going from the coil lead to the points had broken.
It was long enough that I could twist it back together, tuck it out of
the way, and I finished the race! I was my own pit crew.”
A laugh filled the room. A laugh that had some sense of accomplishment blended into it. After that, he was a licensed racer. He went on
to talk about some of his favorite tracks like Road America. “It was
fast and long enough that you could go as fast as you wanted to go.”
He told me how he had slid off the track at turn 5. Someone captured
a picture and it was printed on the next year’s brochure. He told me of
how he won the Badger 200, but couldn’t remember what year it was.
He thinks it was late ‘60s. The trophy doesn’t tell what year.
“Greenwood Roadway was one of my favorites. The first track (besides
driver’s school) that I raced on. It was short and curvy and that was good
for a TR3. It was a nice track but didn’t stick around too long. I raced
there
three
times.
’64,
’65, and ’66.
I got third in
’65 and second
in ’66 there. I
liked that track
and it was right
here near Des
Moines, Iowa. Second place wasn’t bad
racing against big money men like Dave
Ostrem who owned a Triumph dealership. He had all the amenities. He was kind of my rival around here.
The improvements done on my car came over time, but he could
get anything he wanted, so it was quite an accomplishment to get
second.”
He pulled down a few tarnished silver cups that said Greenwood Roadway 2nd Place 1965, Greenwood Roadway 2nd Place 1966, Bloom-
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ington Raceway 2nd Place 1965, Blackhawk Farms 2nd Place 1969,
Des Moines Valley Region (DMVR) 1st Place Auto Cross 1967, and a
tea service on an oak tray that had a tall pitcher, a shorter creamer dish
and a couple goblets all made of silver with a little plaque on it that
read Badger 200 Winner. No date accompanied that one.
After talking with him for a bit, I began to realize that he was a racer
through and through. He purposely built his own trailer after borrowing his buddy’s boat trailer. Heading to the track, he would load up
the kids, the car, and a fold out tent that attached to the roof of the
26

Pontiac station wagon and folded out while still attached to the roof
of the car. It had a ladder to get up into the tent, a fold out floor to
make it wide enough to house the whole family. The folding side had
legs that would telescope down to the ground and make a little awning for eating or getting out of the sun. It was a lifestyle for the whole
family for a bit. Chuck was pretty successful as a racer and a father.
Chuck is one of those guys that won’t tell you about all the things he’s
done. He won’t brag or boast. He won’t volunteer much else other
than help any time you need. He has helped me with my Spitfire quite
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the years. Who knew that he had such a story to tell. I am glad I had asked.
That is what this series is about. I have learned that some people won’t volunteer their stories.
If you ask, they will be happy to share though. I have always been curious of the way people
got the cars to the tracks. Not only the trailer or truck that got them there, but the motivation to race. The drive to build a car to satisfy that craving for speed. The will to put money
into metal to build a trailer. The big teams that spend thousands to get a car on track to win.
a few times, but I have not heard of his adven- This has been a small excerpt in a man’s life with a craving for speed. He may not have driven
tures much until I learned that all you have to a Spitfire, but it was a Triumph and he is a Triumph enthusiast just like us. Life doesn’t always
do is ask. I wanted to build a trailer for one of offer up a career in racing, opportunities to make big money with your passions, or a skill to
my Spitfires and he said he would be glad to tell react to split second decisions putting you in competition for the win. Sometimes, you have
me about some of the things he’d learned over to make it your own way. Build a trailer, buy a car that serves two purposes, get out there and
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just drive.
Chuck built that trailer, converted the family car, and loaded up the
kids and wife to go after what he wanted. I had no idea how many cups,
trophies, and stories he had accumulated over the years until I asked.
I have asked a few other people to share their stories as well. They have
all accepted. I will have a couple surprises in this four part series that I
28

think you will like. I am going to try to get different sides of the story.
I will be writing other stories in this series in a similar fashion, after
all I am an enthusiast first, a reader second, and last but not least, an
Editor.
Part 2 of Track Transports Then and Now will be in the next issue.
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More Track Transports

Marty Sukey
1964 Spitfire Racer
A very nice Spitfire and trailer combo. Notice the TR8 rims. Marty is a fellow Friends of Triumph
member and an avid racer.
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Joe Curry
Two 1963 Spitfires on a custom made double trailer that Joe fabricated
himself. He is a long time auto crosser.

The ever famous1967 TR250K
designed by Peter Brock and built by
Kas Kastner! Riding in style.

Steve Belfer
1962 TR3B
with a 1957 front apron.
It has been raced continuously
for the last 47 years!
The single axel trailer
was custom built to fit the car.
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Sam Halkias
1971 TR6
Spotted during the Kastner Cup
2013 at Road America
where it took second
with the best lap time of
2:40.822
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READERS STORY
Old Cool
to New School
photos and story by Mikee Provolt, Eureka, California

Here’s the story. Before my dad acquired this, it started off as
an SCCA approved race car. It was a race car from its earliest
years to the present. As a four banger, it just didn’t have the
power to muscle up a hill (Hoopa Hill Climb). My dad told
me it was third slowest up the hill. Well, the next year my
Dad and his friend Ken worked together to put in a Chevy
327 cubic inch V8.
When my dad purchased the motor, it was full of water and
the internals needed replacing. He ordered all new parts for
the engine and
had the block line
bored 0.60 over,
producing
400
horsepower. The
car
undertook
some modifications
to the chassis to
make the Muncie
four speed fit. The
rack and pinion sits
very low. As for the
brakes, everything
is stock including
the rear drums. The
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This 1968 Spitfire spans two
generations and is being repaired at
Eureka High School in
Eureka, California. The engine swap is
a 327 cu.in Chevy V8.

rear end is modified with a Phantom Grip limited
slip differential and turnbuckles were added to
both sides to prevent the axle splines from coming out.

As for the car now, it is in my high school’s auto
shop being repaired. It suffered a broken axle that
snapped off at the hub going into a corner. I’m still
working on getting a 650 Holley double pumper

(because that carb worked the best with the engine), battery, tires, and a custom machined Ford
Pinto axle with Spitfire studs. Hope you enjoyed
looking at the car. Thank you.
Mikee P. 
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Mikee's Senior Essay

Project Racecar
The issue my senior project will address is learning how to repair a race car. The
reason I selected this project is because my dad has had a race car since I was
young and I feel as though this is my chance to get it running. In 2005, the car
was raced in White City, Oregon. While there, It had suffered a snapped axle.
Not only is the axle a one of a kind but we haven’t been able to find space to
work on it for 9 years.
An example of the problems I face while accomplishing my project is gathering the resources necessary to get it running. In order to complete it, I needed
to obtain an axle, a carburetor, a new battery and new tires. With these challenges in mind, its a new experience for me and a learning adventure. I have spent a
lot of time researching the car, what it requires and everything in between. Some
of the skills I need to become better at are installing brakes, assembling rear axles
and adjusting carburetors. As I progress forward with my project, I keep learning new things. I feel like doing the wrenching and grunt work has been a challenge within itself.
The car I am repairing had previously been raced in Autocross run by the
Redwood Sports Car Club. The RSCC organization focused on keeping street
racing off the streets by providing the community with a safe and friendly alternative to illegal racing. RSCC also provides a drivers school that teaches people
the basics of safe driving and more.
My goal is to finish doing the necessary repairs to get my race car back to
competition. In order to do this, I’ve devoted all my time in the auto shop to
working on the car. I have supported my local automotive retailers by purchasing products from them. I have easily put 800 dollars into buying and ordering
parts for the car. I’m confident that with the help from the community, I have a
good chance of having a car that will be ready for this year’s auto show.
In addition to being able to compete in the 2015 RSCC season, I will also
be able to compete in the 2014 Hoopa Hill Climb. When I was 7 years old, I
remember watching my dad race from the grandstands. Unfortunately, I was
never able to go into the pits with him and be more involved. Now with this as
my senior project, I will be able to recreate the memories of seeing my dad race.
I will have the opportunity to spend time with my dad outside of the house. In
conclusion, my project can not only benefit my community but my family as
well.
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On The Track
Photos of Triumphs in action

Above: #69 Friendly Ghost Racing's Jason Ostrowski from Riverside, Illinois in a 1969 GT6+
Below: #71 Lincspeed Racing's Clark Lincoln from Dexter, Minnesota in a 1971 GT6

#72 Steve Hare from Gig Harbor, Washington
in a 1963 Spitfire4 (MK1)
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#311 Bill Rampe from Webster, New York
in a 1966 Spitfire MK2
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ON THE TRACK

Above: #4 Jack Madison from Westerville, Ohio in a 1971 TR6 followed by #37 Scott Janzen from
Wyndmoor, Pennsylvania in a 1968 GT6. After that is #67 John Frymark from Rockwell, Texas in a 1967 TR4A.
At the back of this pack is #98 Bill Hart from Carnation, Washington in a 1957 Devin Triumph
Below: #24 Jerry Barker from Hesperia, California in a 1971 Spitfire MKIV (with a 1500) overtaking
#86 Mark Wheatley from Nashua, New Hampshire in a 1962 TR4

#56 Jeff Clark from Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
in a 1971 GT6
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We even got out on track in our 1971 Spitfire MKIV
following Chuck McGuire in his 1959 TR3A
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on the track

#47 1967 TR250K driven by Tony Garmey from Maple Valley, Washington

#71 Lincspeed Racing's Clark Lincoln from Dexter, Minnesota in a 1971 GT6
38
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In The Pits

Photos of Triumphs in preparation

Above: #69 Friendly Ghost Racing's Jason Ostrowski
from Riverside, Illinois 1969 GT6+

#14 Chuck Gee
from Carlsbad, California 1968 GT6
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#71 Lincspeed's Clark Lincoln
from Dexter, Minnesota 1971 GT6
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in the pits

#47 1967 TR250K driven by Tony Garmey from Maple Valley, Washington and owned by the Hart family

#311 Bill Rampe from Webster, New York 1966 Spitfire

#24 Jerry Barker from Hesperia, California 1971 Spitfire

#72 Steve Hare from Gig Harbor, Washington 1963 Spitfire
40
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Friendly Ghost Racing's two GT6 racecars and a beautiful GT6 road car

#42 Peter Bulkowski from Hanover, Ontario, Canada
1977 TR8
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And Finally

Prudence
Story and photos by Matt Scott

It was July 2012, I was 42 years old and had been living in
New Zealand for 5 years. The time was right. I love New
Zealand but I simply needed a bit of my British heritage
around me. What better than a Triumph Spitfire I asked
myself, but the problem was that I am 6ft 3inch tall and
not even sure if I would fit in the driver’s seat? So off I set
on my mission to find a suitably priced Spitty, complete
with a warrant of fitness and rego so I could enjoy her immediately. I wasn’t after a restoration project, I wanted to
get motoring and I wanted to get motoring now!

enjoy a mild climate and some of the highest hours of sunshine in the country. Consequently, it would seem that the
majority of the Spitfires for sale at the time just happened to
be in my district. Within a day of starting my search I was
viewing a white mk4 on the way home from work. I fitted
into the cockpit just fine and after going for a quick spin I
simply wanted her. The vendor however explained that he
had a guy coming from Auckland to view it the next day
(Saturday) and that he had promised him the first refusal.
“No way, I’ve got the money and you’ll have it in a hour” I
explained. Whilst the guy was tempted he would not budge
‘Trade me’ is the New Zealand equivalent to ‘Ebay’, and and whilst I knew he was doing the decent thing I simply
always a good place to start a hunt for whatever you are needed this car! Alas, I missed out on this one.
looking for. I live in Papamoa Beach, Bay of Plenty located in the central North Island. We’re fortunate that we Within a matter of days I was viewing Spitty number 2, this
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time a signal red 1970 mk3 for
NZ $6k. The car was located
in Chartwell, about 2.5 hours
north-west but well worth the
trek. I took her for a test drive
and boy you knew you were
driving this machine. I found
there to be a distinct differences between the two cars.
You could tell that the mk3
was designed in a different era
to the MK4, the Jaeger dials,
the dash, no synchromesh in

1st, no overdrive and everything seemed that much more
‘classic’.
There was fine mist of rain when I took her for a test drive
with the roof down and whilst I was struggling to find the
right gear and wondering how the brakes would perform
as I approached the intersection I was having the time of
my life. This car was as old as me, born in the same year
and showing similar battle scars but hey, she was looking
good considering. It was perfectly evident that she had
undergone some poor cosmetic surgery in the past as the
paint job was failing and a slightly different colour from
her original shade of red, and the seats original but a little
worm. She had character though, and she was about to be
mine.
When I collected ‘Prudence’ a couple of days later I was as
pleased as punch. I hired a car trailer from the hire shop
and towed her home the 2 ½ hours. When I arrived my
in-laws were home and came out to see my new investment. I took my mother in law for a blast and she couldn’t
take the smile of off her face, and although it was a little
‘intimate’ when I took my father in law for a spin I could
clearly see he had enjoyed the experience too!

Two years later I have no regrets. I haven’t really done
anything to Prudence other than general maintenance.
The wheels are now black with white wall tyres to give
the vintage look, and I have fitted some new replacement
chrome bullet wing mirrors. (If I am honest my wife fitted
them when she was 8 months pregnant as I couldn’t get
my hands inside the doors!) Every mile driven has been
one of nostalgia, reminding me of my home country and
allowing me to escape to days when the Triumph Spitfire
was a true ‘Triumph’ of the British motor industry.
Car: 1970 MK3 Triumph Spitfire
Serial number: FD 86875
Engine number: FD87029HE
Colour: Signal Red
CC Rating: 1275
First Registered in NZ: Royal Heights, Auckland 1970
Current Mileage: 91092 (miles)
Owned since: 07/07/2012
Owner Name: Matt Scott
Location: Papamoa Beach west, Tauranga, New Zealand
Hobbies: Prudence, the Spitfire 
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clASSIFIED ADS
CARS FOR SALE

1980 Triumph Spitfire 1500
Award-winner. 75,000 miles on the
odometer. Down draft carb, S/S
Header, Dual exhaust, Electric OD,
Oil cooler, Rebuilt engine, tranny and
OD). Many spares. Runs great. No
rust. Clear Ga Title. Asking $8,500,
OBO.
Dan Parrott
Savannah, Georgia
parrotthead01@comcast.net

========================
1964 Triumph Spitfire4 (MK1)

47k miles;removeable hard top;new
soft top;new carpet not
installed; new roundtail panel ready
for install; mechanically very good,
carbs need work;many books,
parts,and misc. $2,500.00. In downstate Illinois.
Email the magazine for info

========================
1961 Triumph Herald Convertible

Signal red, gray and white interior,
black top. White gauges on Black
dash. Late 948/Early R00 body
w/12/50 engine. Nice Driver runs well.
$6000.00 OBO
Bill - 803-834-5527
elgincot@verizon.net

Place Classified Ads

Classified Ads are affordable: $10 for up to 40 words, add a
photo for $10 more. Reach more serious buyers in print.
Submit your add online:
http://www.triumphspitfire.com/ads
By mail:
Send your ad (& Photo) with payment to:
Spitfire Classified Ads
PO Box 30806
Knoxville, TN, USA 37930
By phone:
Call 865-690-4941
Ads limited to Triumphs & Triumph parts/accessories.
HURRY! Space is limited, first received, first posted!
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YOUR AD HERE

Don't miss your opportunity
to sell off your parts car
or parts and turn them into
CASH.
Classified ads reach Triumph
enthusiasts looking for cars &
parts that you have to spare.
Place your ad today.
www.triumphspitfire.com/ads

%
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AUTOJUMBLE

Gasket Innovations is back. We
will be doing a product review
in a future issue.
Reusable silicone valve cover
gasket
for our 1971 Spitfire 1300.

==============================================

Uprated Head Gasket
for TR3-TR4A

Triumph Spitfire Hat
Perfect to keep the sun out of your eyes
when you have the top down! Tan with
red, black and white embroidery. A great
gift for the Spitfire owner!
Order at triumphspitfire.com

We teamed up with Lucas Gaskets in the UK to make one of the best
sealing head gaskets for the Triumph TR3, TR4 and TR4A. Made with
a perforated steel core, stainless steel fire rings and an elastomer
surface. The heat reactive surface provides superior sealing over stock head
gaskets and has extra red sealing beads
(SAC track silicon bead) around problem
areas to guard against weepage.
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$67.00

bpnorthwest.com
503-864-2001
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Turn Switch Spitfire 1977 To 1980
Part number: AAU7996
$57.36
Shock Set Front SPAX w/adj Perch
Part number: G761AS
$355.00
Clutch Master Cylinder Spitfire/GT6
Part number: GMC205
$45.81
Monza Exhaust System for Spitfire 67-80
Part number: 88-1284
$331.47
Gear Shift Knob Wood
Part number:
GAC6050X

